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The «basically rock» project by Lorenzo Cannelli

His new music family: the «Foster Family»

Rock and black music united together and rearranged 

by the mind of classic Italian composer.



LORENZO CANNELLI
FOSTER FAMILY

Lorenzo Cannelli has his new music family: 
Lorenzo  Cannelli  Foster  Family.

«Foster» also means «adoptive» and the young 
musician has been adopted in this new «basically 
rock»  project  to  give  all  of  himself  into  it:

Stevie Wonder and Mozart, the «crescia» 
(Umbrian focaccia bread) and the Morricone, 
classical painting and the mambo beat, the 
medieval towers and the Donna Summer, 
distorted guitars and Grendizer, winds, pipe 
organ  philosophy and the,      Blues Brothers.

Cannelli's basically rock  is simple: he combines « »
the black world with rock, thinking of it with a 
mind of a classical Italian composer     .

«...music quotes always come to my mind, I just 
can't keep them away», says Cannelli, who can't 
just write and compose into a modern genre or 
into a classic one: he has to join them, mix them, 
reinvent  them.

«...while listening to Bach, Ray Charles comes to 
mind»…a combination of serious study, years of 
music conservatory and work on the road as a 
performing musician, always maintaining 
truthfulness  to  his  creative  vision:
composing thinking that authenticity and honesty 
must get to the listener, even when «you don't 
understand  exactly  what  is going on», musically 
and  lyrically

Result?

The concert of the «basically rock» Foster Family 
alternates covers, mashups and original 
compositions, as a union of various schools of 
musical thought that meet in a new point, the 
starting point of Cannelli : experimenting, 
contaminating, mixing with the smile of self-irony 
and  love  for  music.
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Show info
 

A «Large Band» composed of nine musicians

from different musical backgrounds, but all inside
a show of absolute executive and emotional level.

In a club, at a festival, in a theater, for public indoor and 

outdoor events, and wherever you are looking for sound impact, quality and fun.

The «Foster Family» is one of the three Labilia productions

multi-instrumentalist, composer and arranger.
that bear in the name of Lorenzo Cannelli, an extraordinary talent,

The performance brings together several generations, being original
and modern but firmly anchored in today's world and merging
together easy listening, R&B, rock and pop music.

However the band is scalable as following, according to needs and spaces:
- quartet (voice/keyboards, guitar, bass and drums)-  
- sextet (voice/keyboards, guitar, bass, drums and two horns)

- septet (voice/keyboards, guitar, bass, drums and three backing vocalist)

- full band (vocals/keyboards, guitar, bass, drums, two horns and three singers)-  

Technical requirements

» Minimum stage size:

» Audio service:  PA system adequate for the location, Sound engineer, 6/8 monitors speakers, 4 lines D.I.

» Lighting service: According to availability 

» On site backline: Drums, digital piano, at least 7 vocal / microphones with stands, guitar and bass amps

» Other specific needs:  Possibility of two dressing rooms with bathroom

It is possible to bring own backline or part of it » Note:
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6x4  meters



SARA MARINI
backing vocals

The other artists of the Foster Family

PAOLO CECCARELLI
guitars and steel guitar

FABIA SALVUCCI MICHELE MENICHETTIFRANCESCO MENGONI
electric bass

RICCARDO FIORUCCI
drums

LEONARDO MINELLI 
tenor and baritone saxes

PAOLO ACQUAVIVA 
trombonebacking vocals lead and backing vocals

C U L T U R E    C H A N G E S    S H A P E

Born in 1989, he is currently the teacher of ensemble 
music and music theory in various musical schools, an 
activity that he alternates between a live and a studio 
work.

To his musical training (trumpet, classical and  
composition diplomas) he also have a true passion for 
art, obtaining a degree in cultural heritage.

As a composer and musician he belongs to two 
projects: the Lorenzo Cannelli Foster Family 
(including the «unplugged» version for piano and 
string  trio)  and  the  Interstellar  Orchestra.

As a musician he is permanently in the Labilia's  
Djelem Do Mar production, in the P-Funking Street 
Marching Brass Band and in the band of the french 
singer, currently residing in London, Kevin Davy White.

Lead vocal, keyboards, trumpet,
composer and arrangements

LORENZO CANNELLI



Corso Umberto I, 161
62012 Civitanova M. (MC)

 + 39 0733.47.31.43
 www.labilia.it.

 info@labilia.it
P. IVA 01962300438

PEC info@pec.labilia.it

 s.r.l.

BOOKING:

 Paolo Sodde

 
+ 39 349.70.74.008

 
paolosweetmusic@gmail.com

Enrica Lotta
+ 39 329.32.49.082

enricasweetmusic@gmail.com

sweetmusic
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